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As the title of the play within Noises Off suggests, Nothing On, there is a certain presence of sexuality in a British sex farce that is neither hard to miss nor entirely accidental. To understand the way sexuality and humor function in this play, one must go back and remember what life and culture were like in Britain in the 70’s when Noises Off was originally written.

Britain in the 60’s was emerging from a place where entertainment presented married couples in twin beds and feared even the aggressive sexuality of the lengths of the hair of The Beatles. Attitudes towards openly discussing sex began to change when The Joy of Sex was published in 1972, and even the film “Debbie Does Dallas” had a huge impact as one of the first films with sexually explicit material. In 2012, we have to admit our eyes from most entertainment to avoid pornographic content, but in the 70’s openly sexual material was hard to come by. There is humor in the tension of Noises Off: the accidently explicit material erupts from the stage, representing the desire to openly address sex, and yet the play still caters to the conservative nature and innocence of the entertainment industry by keeping most of the jokes one beat away from a character realizing the meaning behind their actions.

Indeed, if one looks closer, it is noticeable that the actual sex implied in the show would all take place off stage or behind closed doors, suggesting that at the time, sex was still something the public isn’t entirely comfortable confronting. Noises Off mixes the humor in the sensual innuendos and accidents we all can’t help but see. The antics of the performers of Nothing On might cause you to blush and feel like you are on the inside of a joke that someone without a dirty mind might miss entirely.
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